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Why the changes?

- Ensure the OSW-C certification is current and valid as the professional continues to evolve.
- A desire (and calls from the profession) to review the rigor of the program.
- Support the profession, enhance patient care, and safeguard the public.
Top-level Program Changes

- Clarified program purpose and audience, including those performing oncology social work in settings other than clinical.
- Defined philosophy regarding program rigor and rationale for all program requirements for initial certification and certification renewal.
- Defined Oncology Social Work Practice for purposes of OSW-C certification and minimum practice hour requirements—clarifying and broadening the audience of the credential.
  - For purposes of BOSWC credentialing and the OSW-C, Oncology Social Work Practice is the professional delivery of paid, post-master’s biopsychosocialspiritual services—including clinical practice, academic education, advocacy, administration, policy formulation, grant writing, and research—with, for, and/or on behalf of patients, families, and caregivers facing the impact of a potential or actual diagnosis of cancer and healthcare professionals on the care team.
- Developed the OSW-C Domains and Competencies—based on current research and validated by content experts—to undergird program requirements and portfolio assessment components.
- Revised policies and fees to streamline and simplify for the candidate and enable faster processing.
Changes to Initial Certification

- NEW REQUIREMENT: Ten (10) hours of accredited social work CEUs on topics listed in the OSW-C Competency Domains; a minimum of two (2) hours must be on content in Domain 1: Clinical Assessment and Intervention Knowledge and Practice.

- MODIFIED REQUIREMENT: Licensure or Terminal Academic Preparation

- MODIFIED REQUIREMENT: Read and attest to uphold and abide by the NASW Code of Ethics

- MODIFIED REQUIREMENT: Currently employed in a social work position engaged in the professional delivery of paid, post-master's biopsychosocialspiritual services

Changes to Initial Certification Cont’d

- MODIFIED REQUIREMENT: Minimum of 4,000 Oncology Social Work Practice hours within the most recent five (5) years.

- MODIFIED REQUIREMENT: Supervisor and Colleague Professional Statement changed to an Assessment of Candidate Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities based on the OSW-C Competency Domains and directly related to the work responsibilities of the role.

- MODIFIED REQUIREMENT: Three (3) documented oncology specialty-related Demonstrated Practice activities completed during the two (2) years prior to application; Not more than two (2) activities may be from any one of the OSW-C Competency Domains.
**Changes to Certification Renewal**

- MODIFIED REQUIREMENT: Licensure or Terminal Academic Preparation
- MODIFIED REQUIREMENT: Must be currently employed in a social work position engaged in the professional delivery of paid, post-master’s biopsychosocialspiritual services
- MODIFIED REQUIREMENT: Minimum of 1,800 Oncology Social Work Practice hours

**Changes to Certification Renewal Cont’d**

- MODIFIED REQUIREMENT: Twenty (20) hours of accredited social work CEUs on topics from the OSW-C Competency Domains completed within the renewal cycle / since the last Renewal Due Date and prior to application for renewal.
  - A minimum of eight (8) hours must be on content in Domain 1: Clinical Assessment and Intervention Knowledge and Practice.
  - A maximum of two (2) CME, Nursing, and APA CEUs may be claimed for renewal so long as the content addressed is from the OSW-C Competency Domains.
OSW-C Core Competencies and Domains

- Ensures the OSW-C credential represents current practice
- Presents the Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities required for effective professional practice at the advanced level of social work in an oncology setting.
- Grounds program requirements to a list of knowledge, skill, and ability (KSA) statements that comprise the role

OSW-C Core Competency Domains

Domain 1: Clinical Assessment and Intervention
   1. A Clinical Assessment
   1. B Clinical Intervention

Domain 2: Care Coordination

Domain 3: Professional Advocacy and Political Action

Domain 4: Patient and Staff Education and Advocacy

Domain 5: Organizational Support and Service

Domain 6: Professional Education
OSW-C Core Competencies and Domains

- Requirements regarding CE and Demonstrated Practice and specific Domains is grounded in the percent of the job role comprise in those Domains.
- Acceptable accredited CE may be earned on any topic contained in the OSW-C Competencies—regardless of oncology social work setting or not for the content.
- Demonstrated Practice MUST be performed in an oncology setting as it is evidence of the ability to execute the role.

Policy Changes

- MODIFIED POLICY: Initial and Renewal Application Fees will increase by $50 over the next two years - $25 starting January 2023 and an additional $25 starting January 2024.
- NEW POLICY: All BOSWC program applications, related documentation, and payments must be submitted online via the secure candidate management platform.
- NEW POLICY: Renewal Application Deadline - Complete and paid Renewal Application must be submitted THIRTY (30) DAYS PRIOR to their Renewal Due Date.
- NEW POLICY: Renewal applications submitted after the Renewal Application Deadline (thirty [30] days prior to the Renewal Due Date) and by the Renewal Due Date will be charged a Late Fee of $25.00.
Policy Changes Cont’d

- NEW POLICY: Reinstatement Policy created to allow for credential renewal application up to 90 days after the individual’s credential Renewal Due Date; $100 fee.
  - The 90 days and the associated $100 fee allows grace in the timing of application for the certification to remain in effect and uninterrupted.
  - The 90 days DOES NOT provide additional time to earn CE or otherwise meet eligibility.
  - Work hours, CE, Demonstrated Practice, and all other program requirements MUST BE MET by the Renewal Due Date for the certificant to be able to apply for Reinstatement.

Policy Changes Cont’d

- NEW POLICY: Reinstatement Policy created to allow for credential renewal application up to 90 days after the individual’s credential Renewal Due Date; $100 fee.
- MODIFIED POLICY: Withdrawn Applications are subject to a $75 Administrative Fee after submission/payment and evaluation has begun; Refund will be application fee less $75. Late and Reinstatement fees not refunded.
New Candidate Management Experience and Services

- Streamlined application process via secure platform
- Ability to review your progress and print certification verification
- Visual interface makes it easy to know where you are in the process, what’s completed, and what is due

New Candidate Management Experience and Services

- Automated reminders and notifications
- Ability to upload CE, Demonstrated Practice, and other required documentation as you earn them
- Public certification verification for employers, patients, and the public
Thank you for your interest in certification as an OSW-C.
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